Hello!

At Sup sogūi Hosu our goal is to provide an environment in which you find the courage and confidence to explore Korean language and culture. As a villager at Sup sogūi Hosu, you'll soon be saying 잘 잡어요 (Did you sleep well?) and heading off to 아침식사 (breakfast) with your new friends. Your counselors who come from across the globe will be with you from the morning until evening to help you get the most out of your experience.

www.ConcordiaLanguageVillages.org
Why Learn Korean?

Korean is an increasingly important language on the world stage because of South Korea’s powerful economy, geopolitical importance and growing presence in Asian pop culture. It is spoken by over 75 million people worldwide.

Special Programs

Learn boisterous *samulnori* percussion, dances old and new, ceramics and Korea’s ingenious writing system which is one of the greatest intellectual achievements of humankind. You can also express your artistic side seated at a potter’s wheel or experience the exciting world of Korean pop culture.

Camp Activities Can Include:

- Drumming
- Archery
- Games
- Singing
- Martial Arts
- Cooking
- Sports

Life at *Sup sogūi Hosu*

At *Sup sogūi Hosu*, you’ll feel like you’re taking a trip to Korea, but with one big advantage: you’ll have the benefit of friendly, supportive counselors who are eager to help you learn and discover on every step of your journey. The use of vocabulary, repetition and gestures will ensure you always know what to do and will expand your language skills daily.

Fantastic Korean Food

Just like our curriculum, our meals are deeply rooted in affirmation of diversity. Every year, our talented chefs introduce favorite ethnic dishes to more than 6,000 young people representing all 50 states and many foreign countries.

www.KoreanLanguageVillage.org
WE BRING THE WORLD TO YOU

Every day is like a new adventure abroad

Participants become “villagers” and live in the language and culture from the moment they wake up to the close of the day.

Village Location

Sup sogûi Hosu is held at Lesnoe Ozero, the Russian Language Village site, on the shores of Turtle River Lake near Bemidji, Minn. These camps run at different parts of the summer and our amazing staff easily transforms this multi-purpose location into a beautiful Korean paradise before the campers arrive every year.

A different kind of camp, an unforgettable adventure!

Contact Us

Visit us online for more information about additional language programs for youth, families, adults and educators.

(800) 222-4750
clv@cord.edu
ConcordiaLanguageVillages.org